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Intro
Rooting Research in the Palestinian Context

What does it mean to change perspectives of knowledge production in/on
Palestine and Palestinian communities in their different locations? The 1st
summer school of the APPEAR project Rooting Development in the Palestinian
Context will explore alternative practices and challenges of field research in the
Palestinian context. In light of a rapid transformation of Palestinian society due
to political conflict, war and settler colonialism the summer school provides a
space for critical reflections on social science knowledge production, its
impact and future developments. Given the rising (Palestinian) critique of
research practices by (Western) scholars, journalists and international NGOs,
we change perspectives and collectively discuss alternative approaches.
Drawing on first experiences of participants of the fieldworkers and MA
graduate training program of the APPEAR project, we focus on the following
questions: How can community based research affect the current political,
social and economic situation of Palestinians in their respective locations?
Who should take a leading and formative role in its research designs and
questions? What research methodologies do we use? What are political
implications of knowledge production from within Palestinian refugee camps?
What ethical responsibilities do we carry towards the researched
communities? Who will benefit from our research? What lessons can be
learned from previous research projects that have been carried out by the
Center for Development Studies (Birzeit University, West Bank), Al-Azhar
University (Gaza), Mousawat (Beirut), the Community Development Center
(Zarqa) and the Department of Development Studies (Vienna)?
Last but not least, the summer school enables members of the APPEAR
project, academic colleagues and community activists to collectively develop
future perspectives on participatory research between the West Bank, the
Gaza Strip, Jordan and Lebanon.
The summer school takes place in Beirut, from the 22nd to the 27th of July
2017 and is hosted by our partners from Mousawat. It draws on different
formats such as workshop sessions, interactive discussions and a public panel
discussion and will be held in Arabic and English.
Please have a careful look at the program and the information sheet below.
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Please, prepare all the readings prior to the beginning of the Summer
School!
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